
KELLOGG EMBA ESSAY

Kellogg EMBA Essay. Words6 Pages. My short-term (within 5 years) goal is to become Country-Head / CEO of
Morningstar's international business unit in.

Then connect the dots: explain how this stated path will enable you to achieve the vision. True in my case.
Moreover, some of the global management gurus teach at Kellogg. What type of impression are you giving
off? Support this vision by describing your goals in specific terms: likely positions, which company or
companies, desired location, and some mention of related context, e. Take Action. You can take electives
taught by these global thinkers and learn international market trends and eye-opening business ideas. As I
grew through my career, I followed a progressive career path towards reaching my goal. How can I
differentiate from others? It might be helpful to outline a quick structure, e. In discussing why Kellogg will be
the next important step on that path, link the resources of the Kellogg EMBA to the specific learning and
professional needs arising from your planned path. What will improve my chances of admissions? If your
organization is providing financial sponsorship, please state that in the letter as well. Exemptions may be
granted if one of the following criteria is met: The applicant completed an undergraduate or graduate degree at
a college or university in the United States. To the extent possible, ground your essays in detail and concrete
experience, and use reflection as the thread weaving those details and experiences together into a vivid whole.
Do you need answer to any of these questions? Want Cindy to help you get Accepted? In asking what you
have already done to pursue these goals, the adcom is essentially seeking evidence that you are truly
committed to this career path. What values are important to you and how have they influenced you? The goals
in essay 1 may be great, but here is the context for them. Moreover, please mention what inspires you to
accomplish these goals. Please review my tips for Optional MBA essays in my blog page here.


